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ABSTRACT
In large networked systems, a sudden increase in traffic could slow-
down the network significantly, impacting network quality for
multiple users. We present Diolkos, a system that leverages smart
switches to dynamically re-reroute data flows in response to drops
in performance. In contrast to other techniques, our tool predicts
the future throughput at each port in a switch if a data flow were to
be sent through it, and updates which port should be taken to max-
imize throughput. We use several techniques to predict network
switch performance on a software defined network (SDN) mim-
icking topologies commonly found in datacenters. Experimentally,
we demonstrate the effectiveness of choosing a port to send flows
through based on predicted performance. We found that using a
distributed predictive technique achieves a 24% improvement over
using a traditional heuristic technique.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network performance modeling; Network sim-
ulations; Network performance analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In networked systems, there is a need to better understand traffic
for efficiently steering demand through a network [23]. Engineers
use predictive techniques to determine the return time of a packet
in a network, and use this information to modify packet routes to
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lower return time. These techniques usually send data along short-
est paths [43] in the network if possible, and react to performance
changes based on best effort routing. Recently, the development of
smart switches, as discussed in Section 2.1, have expanded the pos-
sibilities of packet routing: with powerful processing capabilities on
the switches themselves, we can run sophisticated, rapid-response
routing algorithms to dynamically route data.

Applying sophisticated routing algorithms is not a new concept:
Bahnasse et al. [2] used centralized models that dynamically up-
dated which flow routes to better balance load across the network.
In practice, this global-view model has steep scalability limitations:
as a model grows the overhead of using these systems increases [38]
alongside the risk of leaking sensitive information [26]. These draw-
backs can become a considerable hurdle towards improving perfor-
mance in large networks. To solve this, Diolkos moves the entirety
of the decision making to the individual switches, making them
responsible for training and predicting future performance of the
available ports.

Researchers [27, 42] have used distributed switch-based Rein-
forcement Learning (RL) models to get a significant increase in
performance, however the models relied on dedicated compute
nodes to create. Instead, Diolkos places an online-trained model di-
rectly on the switches themselves, removing the need for compute
nodes. Xiong et al. [40], similar to the previous authors, also dis-
cussed that using distributed learning with programmable switches
can enable faster training and reaction to changes in a network.
In contrast, Diolkos demonstrates how to use Online Learning [4]
(OL) to select the ports that will have the highest performance over
the next few timesteps. Our idea is to treat the process of selecting
ports on smart switches as an OL problem, learning how to route
data based upon historical data right on the switches themselves.

We propose to utilize an OL model at the switch level that up-
dates the ports taken by flows as performance changes, Diolkos.
Diolkos monitors and updates the port taken by network traffic at
the switch level to increase the throughput of the network, avoiding
contended switches as necessary. We can exploit the underused
port parallelism that a network could confer without the need for
learning the state of the network as a whole. We experiment with
ring and mesh networks, common topologies found in datacenters,
running simulated workloads that fluctuated in flow intensity over
time. During experimentation, Diolkos is given both full and partial
control over the switches in the network, demonstrating its ability
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to adapt to varying degrees of network control. We demonstrate
that using a distributed model can increase the performance of a
network by 24% over using a reactive solution. Our findings can
aid in the development of next generation networks that use smart
switches as a key component of data routing.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We describe a port selection system motivated by the use
of smart switches with distributed Online Learning that can
route data based on historical network performance.

• We present an analysis of Caltech’s Tier 2 network for the
purpose of determining a neural network architecture suit-
able for modeling observable network traffic on a specific
switch.

• We implement a prototype of our system on a simulated
network, and demonstrate that distributing the model gives
a reasonable increase in port throughput compared to tradi-
tional port selection approaches.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Heavy workloads on networks can cause contention if data flows
are not balanced. Broch et al. [5] and Cano et al. [6] compared
different routing protocols such as DSDV [33], TORA [30, 31],
DSR [21, 22] and AODV [32], identifying a need to intelligently
route network data based on past traffic data. Traditional best-effort
network connectivity services, such as Global First Fit to Simulated
Annealing [1], cannot meet the emerging requirements of exascale
computing workflows [28], such as the US-CMS scientific networks.

One could use a centralized model [2] that creates routing plans
based upon how data flows affect global network performance. But,
using a global model on these networks can add unnecessary per-
formance overhead when performance monitoring data is needed
from globally distributed switches. We argue that a port selection
model on the switch level trained with local switch data enables
smart switches to make effective routing plans without a global
controller.

2.1 Next generation smart switches
The aforementioned smart switch capabilities are motivated by the
development of high efficiency machine learning hardware. Tra-
ditionally, machine learning is regarded as a computationally bur-
densome task, with training a neural network requiring dedicated
hardware such as GPUs, TPUs [9], and more recently ASICs [18].
Recently, hardware companies such as NVIDIA and Intel have re-
leased deep learning compute hardware that cuts the cost, energy,
and bulk requirements for machine learning tasks [7, 19]. With this
hardware, we can run real-time inferencing on smart switches with
relatively low cost and power overheads.

Smart switches are currently used in small instances to improve
research networks. The TAEP project [20] was an optimization
effort done by Caltech and AT&T researchers into applying predic-
tive techniques to Tofino smart switches on the Tier 2 [10] network
node within the Caltech campus, represented in Figure 1. Two ex-
periments were conducted: a reinforcement learning-based load
balancer and a heavy hitter detector. From their initial experimenta-
tion, they concluded that additional inputs must be considered for
better load balancing. It is not sufficient to only know that a heavy

hitter is occurring without an intelligent solution to resolve the
heavy hitter. We envision that a smart switch of the future will have
capabilities to train, save, and utilize a neural network to aid its
normal operation of routing data flows using this hardware. With
this, the requirement of a centralized training service is removed,
and we have the opportunity to distribute the task of learning how
a network responds to demand shifts directly to the hardware that
is best suited to handle them.

Figure 1: Placement of a Tofino switch in Caltech Tier 2 network.
All links are bi-directional. The ports shown in the figure are the
available ports used during the TAEP project.

2.2 Software Defined Networks
Smart switches can be part of a Software Defined Network (SDN).
An SDN is a network architecture technique that allows the net-
work to be centrally controlled for dynamic management of the
network. SDNs allow the behavior and architecture of a network
to be controlled with software, rather than hardware. Diolkos is
designed primarily for smart switches that are controlled by an
SDN.

Voellmy et al. [39] describes how SDNs allow for simpler controls
over the network; however, the simplicity comes at the cost of scala-
bility. Gholami et al. [14] used heuristics to lower the congestion of
SDNs with mininet. This inspires our usage of heuristics as a com-
parison baseline. Additionally, they mention that applying neural
networks could be an upcoming technique for lowering congestion
on networks. Rexford et al. [34] describe the challenges of finding
features that describe routing metrics, and modeling them for useful
applications to routing. This work is one of the reasons we focus
on switch level controllers instead of whole network controllers.

3 DESIGN
Diolkos, shown in Figure 2, is a tool that dynamically updates the
ports taken by data flows in the network depending on forecasted
network throughput. Diolkos must run on a smart switch, where
all training, data gathering, data storage, and predictions are done.
To prevent switches from working against each other, each switch
has a map of where the hosts are in the system. At the site level,
flows are tagged with their source and destination host address,
and the switches use this tagged information and their own map
prevent flows from infinite looping in the system.

Every 𝑟𝑐 seconds, a smart switch collects the number of bytes
that has flowed through every port in the switch, referred to as
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throughput. These measurements are stored in a database on the
switch for training the prediction model that learns how network
traffic changes over time. Themodel is trained in parallel to through-
put metric gathering, and generates an updated port selection for
each switch every (𝑁 +𝑂) × 𝑟𝑐 seconds. 𝑁 and 𝑂 are part of a set
of hyperparameters detailing prediction output, described later in
Section 4. The model selects the port with the highest performance
and applies it if the current port has a lower predicted performance.
Doing so, data flows only through the ports that the model predicts
to have the highest performance.

Figure 2: High level design of the Diolkos system and target sys-
tem. Outlined arrows are data exchanged between the network of
switches and Diolkos. The thick dotted arrow is the flow taken by
the new calculated port by the model. Thin arrows are data paths
between the components of Diolkos. The thin dotted arrow is the
path taken by data during the training round. Undotted thick and
thin arrows are data collected from the target system.

3.1 Training data
The training data used to train the model is the throughput at
each port of the switches and the time this data was taken. The
throughput (𝑇𝑃𝑖, 𝑗,𝑡 ) of port 𝑗 of switch 𝑖 at time 𝑡 is calculated using
Equations 1 and 2, where 𝐵𝑅𝑖 and 𝐵𝑇𝑖 are the number of bytes
received and transmitted respectively at port 𝑗 of switch 𝑖 , and 𝑇
is the measurement period in seconds. Each throughput value is
referred to as a snapshot of the switch’s performance, measurements
of the throughput at each port taken at approximately five-second
intervals to stay in line with other related work about network
sampling [3, 44].

𝑁𝐵𝑖, 𝑗,𝑡 = 𝐵𝑅𝑖, 𝑗,𝑡 + 𝐵𝑇𝑖, 𝑗,𝑡 (1)

𝑇𝑃𝑖, 𝑗,𝑡 =
𝑁𝐵𝑖, 𝑗,𝑡 − 𝑁𝐵𝑖, 𝑗,𝑡−𝑇

𝑇
(2)

The on-switch database is referred to as the ReplayDB. The Re-
playDB is used to replay past performance fluctuations as training
data for the prediction engine. If the model is trained with only

recent observations, it wouldn’t learn from historical trends, de-
creasing prediction accuracy. The data stored in the dataset must
have structure between timesteps to usefully train the model. To
determine structure, we calculate the auto-correlation structure
over time, as seen in Section 4.1.

To format the data, we define a set of hyperparameters: 𝐵𝑆 (Batch
Size), 𝑁 (Number of timesteps in the future a prediction is), and 𝑂
(number of predicted timesteps), all determined and described in
Section 4. The choice of 𝐵𝑆 , 𝑁 , and 𝑂 is crucial for a functioning
system. Predictions created for timesteps too close to the training
data may not be relevant once applied to the system because pre-
dictions need to be far enough in the future to allow it to propagate
in the network. Further, the model should make predictions with a
reasonable amount of training information, determined by the 𝐵𝑆
value.

All training data is split by time into three partitions. The first
20% of the data is used for testing the model, the second 60% of
the data is used for training, and the third 20% of the data is used
for validation. This data is also normalized to prevent noise from
adversely affecting training. In addition, a moving average of size
75 is applied to all training data to reduce the affect of noise. The
moving average window represents approximately six minutes and
25 seconds of real-time data collection.

3.2 Per-Switch Prediction Engine
The Prediction Engine uses either a model or a heuristic to pre-
dict future throughput fluctuations. To determine the models for
Diolkos, we started by recording the throughput at each port of
the Tier 2 node located at Caltech. We then use this data as the
regression target for training the models and heuristics. We com-
pare techniques that are commonly used for time series modeling,
such as Dense neural network models, Simple Recurrent Neural
Networks (SRNNs), Gated Recurrent Units [8] (GRU) and Long
Short Term Memory [15] (LSTM) models. Although SRNNs have
fallen out of favor for GRUs and LSTMs, we include them as a
base case for recurrent model experimentation. The output layer
of the models contains the same number of neurons as there are
ports. All the neural network models we experiment with use the
Adam optimizer [24] to update the weights of the model during
back-propagation.

We also implement three heuristics that can make through-
put predictions: Linear Fit, Exponentially Weighted Moving Av-
erage [17] (EWMA), and Holt-Winter [11]. Linear fit is a simple
heuristic that has low computational overhead. EWMA uses a slid-
ing window to record the change of average over time. Holt-Winter
uses a combination of the sliding window of EWMA with seasonal-
ity data present in the training data. Both our models and heuristics
are online models since they apply changes to the system in real-
time.

Diolkos predicts the I/O throughput value at every port on a
switch for𝑁 +𝑂 timesteps in the future. This prediction lets Diolkos
select the port with highest potential average throughput value
over all 𝑁 +𝑂 timesteps to send data through. We can also set 𝑁 +𝑂
to be how long the change is port should persist before it is able
to change. In practice, changing the port taken by flows must be
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done in regard to when the flows can safely changed while limiting
packet loss.

3.3 Port selection
Once themodel predicts the throughput of each port, Diolkos selects
the port with the highest potential throughput based on all the flows
previously observed at that port. The current flow is sent through
that port for the next (𝑁 + 𝑂) seconds. Before training is done,
certain ports may have never been utilized because they are not
considered to be on the shortest path. Hence,Diolkos will never
predict that port to have any throughput because it was never
included as training data. To prevent this, we use a hyperparameter
𝛼 , which is the threshold for how low throughput at a port can be
before it is considered to not have any traffic. If a port falls below
𝛼 it is considered over the high throughput ports to enable Diolkos
to start testing the ports that have never had data flows. The value
of 𝛼 changes depending on the network and the current load of the
network.

3.4 Site-level coordination
In an SDN, the path selection module has a table relating ports to
switches and a table relating host address to ports. During port
selection, the tables and packet flooding are used to ensure that
Diolkos produces a viable path that does not cause a loop, even
if the first path may have higher throughput. For example, in the
mesh network described in Section 5.1, if a flow goes from host 1
to host 2, ports 3’, 2’, 3, and 2 are always prioritized over 1 and 1’
since sending the flow through port 1 causes the flow to go back to
the source host. In case of aggregated links, flooding the packets
during start up lets Diolkos know that multiple ports can be taken
to go to the same location. If the aggregation of ports is seen to
have the highest predicted throughput and there is no difference
between the ports, Diolkos selects one at random.

To prevent packets from livelocking, all flows are tagged with
information about where they originated from and its destination.
In case a prediction tries to cause a loop, Diolkos looks through any
other available port and chooses the one that has the next highest
predicted performance that does not cause a loop. We assume that
Diolkos eventually finds a port that data can flow through without
causing a loop.

4 MODELING CHALLENGES
To experimentally demonstrate the Diolkos project, we begin with
a model accuracy study and a hyperparameter study to determine
which technique accurately predicts future performance changes.
We select one model and one heuristic based upon each algorithm’s
predictive accuracy when modeling port throughput on a real
switch. Then we determine the hyperparameters BS, N and O that
allow these models to perform well.

4.1 Structured and unstructured data flows
Data without trends is considered to be unstructured, and attempt-
ing to predict a trend in it with machine learning will likely result in
overfitting. To determine if neural networks are capable for model-
ing scientific network data flows and generalizing the trend to new
data, we calculate the partial autocorrelation for the throughput

of each port on the Tofino switches in the Caltech Tier 2 network.
When looking at the autocorrelation of the data, we observe that
ports 8, 12 and 0 has structure up to a lag of 10 timesteps. This
indicates that the type of data flowing through ports 0, 8 and 12
have structure, and thus the trend can be modeled with neural
networks. With this finding, we argue that neural network models
can effectively model the data flows on ports 0, 8, and 12.

4.2 Selecting the Neural Network Model
For experimentation, we determine the heuristic and neural net-
work model with the lowest predicting error when calculating
throughput on a network switch with static 𝐵𝑆 , 𝑁 and 𝑂 values.
We chose the model using the measured data since we simulate a
similar network architecture at a smaller scale. We start by initi-
ating 𝐵𝑆 , 𝑁 and 𝑂 to 𝐵𝑆 = 5, 𝑁 = 1, and 𝑂 = 1. If each port of a
switch has the possibility of affecting another, then our approach
should use those interactions to accurately model the network
throughput through that switch. To measure a model’s effective-
ness, we measure the Mean of the Absolute relative Error (MAE)
and the Standard Deviation of the Absolute relative Error (SDAE).
If the predictions ever grow in error, it indicates that the model
is impacted by noise. We calculate Absolute relative Error (AE)
between predicted value 𝑃 and target value 𝑇 and at timestep 𝑖 as:
𝐴𝐸𝑖 =

|𝑇𝑖−𝑃𝑖 |
𝑃𝑖

For this selection process, data is collected from ports 0, 4, 8,
and 12 from the Caltech Tofino switches. During data collection,
we monitor the traffic flowing through each one of these ports as
the number of bytes transmitted. We sample every five seconds
until we obtain 20,000 snapshots of information in the ReplayDB,
approximately 2.3 days of real life performance values for the model
searches. We only collect 20,000 entries because this amount of
training data adequately trained the models we tested. This limit
was removed during the Study 2, and should not be present in
an actual implementation of Diolkos. We attempt to predict the
throughput of a singular port (e.g. 0, 4, 8, or 12) using data from the
same port or data from all ports. For example, one experiment uses
data from only port 4 to train a single dense hidden layered model
to predict throughput at port 4. Then, we use data from all ports
to predict port 4’s throughput again. We do this to quantitatively
prove that port interaction exists: if there is increased prediction
accuracy when using data from all ports instead of one port, then
we must use all port data as training data.

Table 1: MAE for structured data observed on the Caltech Tofino for
the 7 models with the lowest prediction error out of the 19 tested.
Our selected model is in bold.

Modeling technique MAE (%)
Dense 1HL A 0.45 ± 0.30
GRU 1HL A 0.45 ± 0.32
Dense 0HL A 0.47 ± 0.34

SimpleRNN 1HL A 0.47 ± 0.35
GRU 2HL A 0.55 ± 0.40
EWMA 0.54 ± 0.41

Holt-Winter 0.63 ± 0.45
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Accuracy measurements for all tested models are reported in
Table 1. HL represents the number of hidden layers, I represents
models trained with individual port data, and A represents models
trained with all port data. Heuristics such as linear fit often mispre-
dict by a significant margin, resulting in high MAE and SDAE. The
GRU model with one hidden layer trained with all port data and
the dense model with one hidden layer trained with all port data
performed the best, with similarly low MAE and SDAE. However,
the dense model has slightly lower MAE. We use the Dense model
to determine optimal hyperparameters for it prior to applying it to
a simulated network. For heuristics, we use EWMA since it is the
highest scoring heuristic.

4.3 Hyperparameter search
Data formatting parameters must be determined, which include
batch size (𝐵𝑆), the number of timesteps between training data and
prediction (𝑁 ), and the number of timesteps that are predicted (𝑂).
𝐵𝑆 controls the size of the training data batch, potentially increasing
accuracy.𝑁 controls the time to implement the result of a prediction,
at the expense of prediction accuracy. 𝑂 controls the number of
predictions generated in one cycle, allowing the system to cache
predictions at the cost of accuracy. We experiment with different
combinations of 𝐵𝑆 , 𝑁 , and 𝑂 to discover each model’s predictive
performance (MAE) in predicting throughput of the Caltech Tier 2
data. 𝐵𝑆 , 𝑁 , and 𝑂 are varied between 3-7, 1-10, 1-5, respectively.
The higher the MAE, the lower we consider each model’s accuracy
for that 𝐵𝑆 , 𝑁 , and 𝑂 combination. For our experimental testbed,
we determined that the best values are 𝐵𝑆 = 5, 𝑁 = 1, and 𝑂 = 1
for Dense and EWMA, and any values beyond the ones we found
contributed to higher MAE.

5 EXPERIMENTATION
To experimentally demonstrate Diolkos, we simulate a network
with a similar topology to the one in the Caltech Tier 2 network and
rerouted flows of a simulated workload.We also simulate topologies
similar to ATCA-based topologies [41] used in data acquisition in
large physics experiments. During experimentation, flows are sent
through ports chosen by either a heuristic or a neural network. To
simulate these network, we use Mininet [25], a network simulator
that can simulate networks with loops in it. Mininet is a proven
testing platform for network experiments when hardware is not
a viable solution [12]. Although it is impractical to simulate hun-
dreds of interconnected nodes with Mininet, researchers [13] have
been able to reproduce performance benefits from simulated rout-
ing algorithms developed in mininet onto real hardware. Because
of this translatability, we have chosen this simulator to conduct
experiments.

The network architecture is defined with Ryu (described in Sec-
tion 5.2). SDNs allow us to delegate the model training duties to
the SDN controller host device. For Diolkos, it is done on the host
of the simulation, with the predictive models sent to the simulated
switches to make routing decisions. In a real implementation, the
models will be trained and executed right on the switches.

We simulate traffic observed on the Caltech Tier 2 Tofino to
demonstrate the performance benefit of applying our selected neu-
ral network against our selected heuristic. Although we have work-
load traces from Caltech Tier 2, we cannot replay them in the
simulator because Mininet has no direct equivalent of a Tofino
switch. We generate flows that have similar autocorrelation values
to the ones observed on the Caltech Tier 2 Tofino switch. To reduce
the noise present in the flows, Diolkos applies a moving average to
the throughput values collected at each port in the simulated net-
work. This is done to smooth out noise and clarify the trends in the
throughput data for proper training. We then measure the perfor-
mance benefits of applying our different approaches to determine
which method produces the highest performance gain.

5.1 Topology

Figure 3: ID is the number of the Tofino. 22 and 11 serve as example
names for the Mininet switches that make up the Tofino switch.
Incoming links into switch 1 (s1) are 100Mbit links. The rest of
the links are all 40 Mbit links. We are using a mesh network to
represent a single path on the Caltech Tier 2, which uses a star
topology.

Figures 3, and 4 illustrate the network topologies used in experi-
mentation. We simulate both mesh and ring networks to demon-
strate how Diolkos scales to networks with a higher number of
connections and various topologies. Additionally, the mesh net-
work represents the network topology the Tofino was part of in
our model and hyperparameter search, at a larger scale. Switch 1
represents the MLxe8-Core switch, Host 2 represents the XRootD-
cache-1, and Host 3 represents XRootD-cache-2 in the the Caltech
Tier 2 network. Host 1 simulates the inbound traffic that would
traverse the 100Gbit link. There is underutilized port parallelism
through the Tofino switches, and has the potential for higher perfor-
mance if the flows are dynamically sent through new ports. Boxed
pairs of mininet switches represent one simulated Tofino switch
(e.g. switches 311 and 322 represent one Tofino switch with 4 ports
similar to a Tofino switch in the Tier 2 network), each contain-
ing an instance of Diolkos. We have chosen to simulate Tofinos in
this manner since Mininet has no built-in smart switch emulation.
Mininet sets a hard upper limit for the bandwidth of the links in
a simulated network to 1000 Mbits per second, which prevents us
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from simulating 100 GBit and 40 GBit links. Thus, all links in our
simulated network run at 40 MBits, except the dotted link between
S1 and H1, which runs at 100 MBits. We do this to preserve the
ratio of bandwidth available in the Tier 2 network. We also experi-
ment with a ring topology, as seen in Figure 4, where all the links
are 100 Mbits. Both topologies use the same TCP protocol for all
experiments.

Figure 4: The Tofino switches are similar to those in Figure 3. Each
network link is 100 Mbit links. Thick solid links are the outer paths
numbered 00 and thinner solid links are inner paths numbered 11.
The dotted link is the link between the hosts and switches

The goal of our simulated network is to deliver data produced
fromHost 2 (H2) and Host 3 (H3) to Host 1 (H1), and vice versa. Data
can flow through any path as long as it reaches its target destination.
Although the model type was determined from analyzing Tier 2
network data, the model type readily applies to a simulated network
since we are modeling similar network traffic.

5.2 Base case
We compare the most accurate heuristic and neural network from
ourmodel search against a default Ryu controller with no updates to
the switch’s tables. Our base case is where the switches act as stan-
dard ethernet switches and the MAC table is not updated during the
round. To do route discoveries, we use a Ryu controller [35], which
allows user-configurable data flows in an SDN network topology
where loops can exist. Ryu uses tables, represented as a dictionary-
based MAC table, to associate flow IDs with the ports they are sent
through. When a host sends a packet to the network, the packet
will carry the MAC of the host that sent it and the destination host.
The first switch and port that receives that packet associates the
MAC address of the sender to the port that received the packet. If
the destination MAC address is not found, the switch will flood the
packet to all available ports until the destination host is found. This
process is repeated continuously to account for any changes in the
topology.

No training is done on the simulated switches, rather they do
predictions on a pre-trained model created by the SDN controller.
With an SDN controller, we can load a chosen data routing model
onto the smart switch to change its routing routing behavior based

on that switch’s performance. In the scope of Diolkos, the Ryu con-
troller trains the predictive model with the training data gathered
at the smart switches it controls.

5.3 Studies
To conduct the studies described in Table 2, we use a synthetic
workload that preserved the correlation structure observed on the
workload measured on the Caltech Tier 2 node. Our goal is to show
that Diolkos can handle surges of varying severity. The structure
of the initial workload is preserved so we can apply the models
and hyper-parameters selected in the previous section and measure
the performance benefit of applying Diolkos to a network. With a
synthetic workload, we simulate cases when Diolkos has control
over the entire network and when it only controls intermediate
Tofino switches. If Diolkos does not control all the switches, there is
one instance of a model per Tofino switch and the instance sees all
of the available ports on only the Tofino switch which demonstrates
Diolkos’s ability to work sections of the network.

The synthetic workload creates TCP flows between H2 and H1,
and H3 and H1. We focus on TCP flows since they are very common
in scientific networks as a way to guarantee data delivery. Any host
can initiate a flow, and each flow sends packets of 128 KB in bursts
of 10 seconds to the destination host. This data is continuously
transmitted for 380 seconds, repeating over seven hours. The types
of flows generated and redirected are IPv4 flows and ARP flows,
common flows seen in most networks. Other flows do occur in our
simulation, such as healthchecks, and we do not redirect these flows
because they happen rarely and do not react well to delays in arrival.
All flows are generated with iPerf [16], a data flow generation
program often used to benchmark performance.

For our performance studies, we set our high traffic flow count
to be 200 since Benson et al. [3] demonstrated that some private
datacenters can receive 100 to 10,000 flow arrivals per switch per sec-
ond. We observed that simulating more than 200 flows in a virtual
machine-based Mininet caused simulation errors, preventing any
useful experimentation from being done. Although full-scale net-
works will experience more than 200 flows per second, we believe
that this is a representative scale model of datacenter workloads
given simulator constraints.

Studies 1a and 1b demonstrate Diolkos’s ability to run on a
mesh network that has a surge in demand that then decreases. In
study 1a, the hosts generate 10 flows per second, increasing to 20
flows per second after 33% of the experiment has run, returning to
10 flows per second after 66% of the experiment has elapsed. Study
1b starts with 100 flows per second, increasing to 200 flows per
second after 33% of the experiment is run, and returns back to 100
flows per second after 66% of the experiment is run. Study 2a and
2b uses a ring topology to demonstrate Diolkos’s effectiveness on
a different topology while preserving performance benefits. Study
2a shows how a ring topology performs with a small number of
flows and study 2b shows how a ring topology performs with 10X
flows.

These case studies must show that an accurate predictive model
can increase network throughput at the port level, and that it can
scale. Additionally, we demonstrate how prediction accuracy plays
an important role when determining paths in the network by letting
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Table 2: partial means that Diolkos will only control the Tofino
switches, while full means that Diolkos controls all switches. For
mesh networks, Diolkos will only control the Tofino switches.
In ring toplogies, Diolkos will only partially control the Tofino
switches (switches with no host). When all the switches are con-
trolled, there is a model per switch.

Study
number

Number of
Tofinos

Flows
per second

Control
type 𝛼 Topo

1a 4 10-20-10 partial 0.01 mesh
1b 4 100-200-100 full 0.005 mesh
2a 5 10 partial 0.01 ring
2b 5 100 partial 0.02 ring

Diolkos control all the switches in some studies. Performance is
not only determined by throughput, but also by successful packet
arrival.

We measure network throughput in bytes per second at each
switch, the average network throughput over all switches’ indi-
vidual ports, and the standard error of the average throughput.
Throughput is useful for performance modeling because it is a clear
target for optimization: higher throughput is the model’s goal. We
use standard error instead of standard deviation to compare the
average benefit that updating the port taken by flows had on each
port of the network. We implement throughput monitoring soft-
ware in the Ryu controller that reports the speed at each port of
the network.

During the performance studies with the heuristic and model,
all switches gather performance data for 25,000 timesteps, with a 1
second gap betweenmeasurements, before training is initialized and
Diolkos begins to suggest changes to the ports taken by data flows.
Predictions take 0.2 seconds to be made, and a few milliseconds are
required to apply the change. Hence, our predictions are valid in
the network for about 2 seconds of network traffic.

6 PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Using the 𝐵𝑆 , 𝑁 and𝑂 values determined from the hyperparameter
search, we apply the Dense model, EWMA heuristic and the base
Ryu controller to different simulated variations of the network path
topology from the Caltech Tier 2 network. All graphs reported rep-
resent the mean at 95% confidence to compare mean performance.
We quantify the benefit of an approach by how often it increases
the throughput of a switch since it demonstrates how much of the
network was used by that approach.

6.1 Study 1 results
In a situation where demand fluctuates, the Dense model has an
average throughput of 2.86 MB/s ± 0.02 MB/s per port, 28% higher
than the throughput per port achieved using EWMA’s predictions
(2.23 MB/s± 0.02 MB/s). The Dense model’s performance is also 49%
higher than that of the base controller (1.92 MB/s ± 0.02 MB/s). At
this small scale, we observe that, when the flow intensity doubles,
both EWMA and Dense maintain a relatively high throughput.

Figure 5: In Study 1, Diolkos maintains 2.86 MB/s ± 0.02 MB/s,
the base case run measures 1.92 MB/s ± 0.02 MB/s, and EWMA
measures 2.23 MB/s ± 0.02 MB/s.

Figure 6: Diolkos measures a 3.63 MB/s ± 0.01 MB/s throughput, the
base case measures 3.01 MB/s ± 0.02 MB/s and EWMA measures
2.93 MB/s ± 0.01 MB/s. Rises and falls in demand do not cause the
Dense model to bottleneck in performance.

Increasing the severity of the surge and number of flows in the
network, while letting Diolkos control all the switches of the net-
work, improves results more, as seen in Figure 6. The Dense model
obtains an average throughput per port of 3.63 MB/s ± 0.01 MB/s,
21% higher than that of the base case controller (3.01 MB/s ±
0.02MB/s) and 24% higher than that of EWMA (2.93MB/s± 0.01MB/s).
If Diolkos has full control over the entire network, the accuracy
of the prediction methods heavily influences the resulting perfor-
mance benefit of the approach.

We also observe that both the base case and the Dense model did
not push packets to the host on switch 600. We improved our design
to allow the user to add additional information about switches that
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may not have been covered by the base case through the path
selector. Once the path selector was aware of the missing data, it
was able to evenly spread the flows across the system.

6.2 Study 2 results

Figure 7: Dense model predictions has an average throughput of
3.73 MB/s ± 0.04 MB/s, 13% greater than the throughput of the
EWMA model (3.31 MB/s ± 0.04 MB/s) and 37% greater than that
of the base case (2.72 MB/s ± 0.03 MB/s).

This experiment’s network topology has lower connectivity com-
pared to themesh network.When 10 flowswere run on the network,
the network had an average throughput of 3.73 MB/s ± 0.04 MB/s
when the Dense model made predictions, 37% higher than that
of the base controller (2.72 MB/s ± 0.03 MB/s) and 13% greater
than that of the EWMA heuristic (3.31 MB/s ± 0.04 MB/s), as seen
in Figure 7. The base controller struggled to use the network to
its fullest extent, unlike the Dense model and EWMA. The Dense
model manages to use more of the network than other techniques,
and achieves the highest total throughput over all ports.

Increasing the number of flows in the network from 10 to 100
flows demonstrates the Dense model’s superiority, as seen in Fig-
ure 8. The Dense model’s predictions achieved an average through-
put per port of 7.88 MB/s ± 0.05 MB/s, 31% greater than the through-
put of the EWMA model (6.02 MB/s ± 0.04 MB/s) and 60% greater
than that of the base case (4.92 MB/s ± 0.04 MB/s). Both models and
our base controller opted to not use the entire network, thus leaving
room for other flows in the network. Even with lower connectivity,
Diolkos was able to maintain its superiority over the other methods,
demonstrating that Diolkos has potential in improving network
performance of an SDN of smart switches.

6.3 Overheads and current limitations
Diolkos’s overhead ismeasured by subtracting the timestamp before
the training/prediction and after it is done. Anymodel takes 130.48±
3.40 seconds to train on a simulated switch, and each inference on
the model takes 0.20 ± 0.08 seconds. These numbers are reported
from our simulated switches, and are likely to be lower in a real

Figure 8: Diolkos is network topology agnostic: routes made with
the Dense model measured an average throughput 31% greater than
that of the EWMAmodel and 60% greater than that of the base case
on a ring topology.

hardware implementation of Diolkos. In Study 1b, 335 out of 8800
connection requests failed to connect when Diolkos was running.
Thus, Diolkos lost 4% of the total flows that were in the network.
In the future, we can use another simulator, such as NS3, to track
details at the packet level for measuring exact packet loss.

In the scope of our paper we focus on performance, however
we acknowledge potential security implications of our technique.
Changing the ports taken by flows increases the attack surface of
the network for distributed denial of service attacks and internet
worms.Worms can be filtered out with packet sifting techniques [29,
36]. Denial of service attacks can be mitigated by Zhang et al.’s
framework [45] to defend networks from distributed attacks, and
their approach [37] can be applied at the switch level.

7 CONCLUSION
Using next generation smart switches, we can completely distribute
an online learning model that routes packets without the use of
external compute nodes. Using a Mininet simulator, we are able to
simulate performance increases with a distributed online learning
model placed on smart switches. We found for a dynamically chang-
ing workload, a Dense neural network prediction model balanced
data flows for a 21% increase in throughput over baselines, and
a 24% increase over a EWMA prediction heuristic. Our findings
demonstrate a useful application of smart switches and distributed
model-based data routing for SDNs.

In future work we will apply Diolkos with our selected dense
network to larger networks such as the Caltech Tier 2 network,
dragonfly networks and InfiniBand (IB) networks. An application
of Diolkos to real networks will let us to test scalability beyond
a few hosts and flows. We will determine if any new networking
coordination needs to be done to ensure proper flow control. Ad-
ditionally, we will experiment with dynamically updating the 𝛼
threshold in response to network changes.
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